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About This Content

Purchase Cyberdimension Neptunia: 4 Goddesses Online between now and March 14th at 10AM Pacific to receive the
Neptune Character Pack for free in your Steam edition of SENRAN KAGURA Peach Beach Splash!

This Downloadable Content Contains:
Neptune (Playable Character)

Neptune's Hair
Neptune's Parka Dress (outfit)

・Accessories
Neptune's D-Clips

Neptune's N-Charm
Neptune's X-Choker

Neptune's X-Bracelet (L)
Neptune's X-Bracelet (R)

・Neptune Doll, Fan, and Flag
・Neptune Badge

・Neptune Avatar Icon
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This game was part of my childhood.
I remember spending hours playing.
The graphics are not the best (game is over 15 years old) .
But the possibilities that can be made in the game are really great.
. Cute little game! The drawing style is especially enjoyable. It's pretty simple to play and really relaxing! I thought Hermina was
a ghost the whole time...
Only negative is that the achievements didn't really unlock after the first one or two.. This game I found lacking of some big
elements that were in Theme Hospital. Theme Hospital is still the game to play if you are looking for something like this.. This
video is a beautiful mix of different animation styles with a simple, but powerful premise. While there is some comedy, this is
definitely not a lighthearted tale for kids. I rented this video on a whim and ended up a crying mess.
I watched this with English subtitles and there weren't any issues.. The game could be described as a walking sim with puzzle
solving along the way and is pretty much linear in its completion. If you enjoyed Quern, I think you should enjoy this game too.

For the first few hours of gameplay, you follow your sister's trail as she mysteriously wandered off in the woods. Then you
finally reach a mansion and the ghost town next to it where the rest of the game follows and concludes. As the story unfolds, a
few more areas are unlocked there, but you will mostly move back and forth between them. Also, let's note that even if you will
encounter different ghosts during the game, there is absolutely nothing scary in this game. This is not an horror game.

Puzzles

I am not sure which category of players was targeted by this game, but players used to puzzle games might be disappointed as
most puzzles are quite straightforward in their resolution. Only in the end, when you reach the island area, will you get the most
interesting puzzles in the game. But beware that a good understanding of English is necessary to solve those puzzles.

Exploration

If you want to better understand the story, a bit of exploration is necessary. Letters, drawing and photos are scattered all over the
place. You will have to open every drawers, inspect every corner in order to find any document that will tell you more about the
very excentric owner of the mansion (the inventor who made all those puzzles the player has to solve) and the different staff
members working on the estate.

Graphics

The least I can say is that the game is really pretty. A strange thing is that we can only use a lantern (which is only found when
we arrive at the mansion) inside buildings but never outside. But I guess it is an aesthetic choice from the devs. There are
hundreds of candles and lanterns everywhere that are beautifully lighting the path and also give a bit of an eerie feeling to the
game.

Saving

The shortcoming of the game is that the save system is kind of flawed. The game uses automatic saves that can only be activated
at some location, after you solve some puzzle (but not for all puzzles) or when you reach some new dialogue event (but not
always). That is kind of cumbersome as you can not save whenever you want. The best alternative I found was to go back to one
of the location save points I had previously encountered (mostly in town or in the mansion).. Cute game. Didn\u00b4t expect it
to run smoothly. Some bugs with mouse-pointer disappearing or mouse actions not acting properly. Can be "fixed" by opening
the game menu but reoccurs again and again. Music playing two loops together - at least you can take music off :). I love the
randomized plants, always a surprise what you get with new seeds. Still have a problem to figure out the difference between
succulents and grass sometimes. Easy gameplay, not much to do ATM but I played for 3 hours now and it\u00b4s relaxing ... if
there weren\u00b4t those little bugs. But restarting the game helps, sometimes. But you lose all your effort for that day.. Im
Sorry to say that at lest on my rig that THIS GAME SUCKS!

The reasons are as follows, 1 there is no way that I could see to chaange the conrtols on the keybord.
2. there is no tutorial as to how to play ether the campan, or the survivl mode.
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3. There is no way "at lest from what I could see" to learn how to play this game, because half the time whan you start the first
level you ether get hit by a rock distroying your ship or the screen just goes black, and you can't see.
So in short this game could be a lot of fun, but it still needs a lot of work.
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Short game, but it manages to stay fun the entire game. It's basically a not-so-pretty sidescrolling action/shooter game, similar to
Probotector/Contra. You can jump up and down platforms, and there are quite a few secrets to be found as well. Other than
that, it's just shooting at everything that moves. Except... there's a gun stacking feature. Meaning you can combine weapons to
create the ultimate weapon. Have a rocket launcher ? Check. Have a shotgun ? Check. Combine these and you'll be shooting
bullets and rockets at the same time. You can stack up to 6 weapons so near the end you'll have a lot of firepower. The humor is
simple and a bit childish at times, but it's nothing big. There isn't a lot of story involved anyway. So you like Serious Sam ? And
you like platforming AND shooting ? Get this ! If you said no to both of these questions; skip it.

[Rating: 75/100]. A good game.
There are not so many games in that genre and I'm happy to see that indie developers are working on that.
Best luck to that game :). A funny addictive game. you wil play it for a little while, and the price is just good for that :D. I got
this game for the price of a cup of coffee. I squeezed 40 hours of gameplay out of it. You tell me if it’s worth it.
. I was always dreaming that the movie churned to a game.. Now here it is! only about 1GB download with astounding graphics,
button-bashers like myself will enjoy this game well and can keep ourselves busy for sometime.. I am a big fan of Jeremy's
work. I really enjoyed the book, so when I first learned about this game, I knew I was going to buy it. These are my unbiased
thoughts of the game so far.

Pros:
- Good looking graphics, somewhat reminiscent of Mega Man games.
- Beautiful background music.
- The gameplay works well, starting off fairly easy, then sending you into a real challenge quickly.
- The boss fights are a nice challenge, taking me a few tries to beat them.
- A wide variety of powers at your character's disposal.

Cons:
- Lack of customization for characters.
- Only half of the levels are currently available.
- You can't control where the fireballs go. There are times where you want to hit a certain enemy, but they will go after a
different one.
- The hand blasters can only fire directly in front of you. I wish you could control the direction in which you fire like you do
with the laser eyes.
- I never like it when enemies in a game follow a pattern, preferring that they react to the player. Some of them do that, but a
good chunk of them don't.
- During the boss fight in the Beach Cave, there is a point where it's impossible to avoid taking damage, that being after he
summons the mini Supernovas then uses his powers to fly to the other platform at the top of the screen.
- During the Transportation Center level, the difficulty seems to suddenly spike too high out of nowhere.
- Also during this level, the game will start lagging when a lot of enemies spawn at once.
- As you're entering the boss fight of this level, there is a glitch where sometimes the screen will leave without you,
automatically killing you.

Sins:
- What's the point in having super strength as an optional power if punching becomes obsolete once you obtain the hand
blasters? There should be a way to switch between blasting and punching.
- During the first level, why is it that none of the other students are doing anything? Why do they just stand there until they see
me, then give me their powers so I can do all the work?
- Where were the teachers during all of this?
- During the Downtown level, why is the player running in the middle of the street instead of on the sidewalk? They could avoid
the cars a whole lot easier this way instead of jumping over them.
- Game does not contain a lap dance.

Overall thoughts:
This game has a lot of potential. At only $9.99 (though I bought it during the holiday sale) it is a definite purchase. It does have
quite a few problems that need to be fixed, but I'm sure that once they are, this game will be all the more enjoyable.. Well, it's
basically Super Meat Boy with a confusing graphical style (seriously, why have nice 3d enivronments as backdrops when it
would make the game a lot easier to utilise them to get past all the tricky platforming, particularly when your main character is
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an orange ball, the design is all over the place here) and bits wholesale nicked from other games (mine carts any one?).

However, it's responsive, difficult and distracting. As derivative as the core concept is, it holds.. I have been on rally sims since
RBR. This is finally feeling closer with updates and I reaaaally enjoy this one right now. Take an 'Up-to-2000' series 4WD on
Hawkes Bay New Zealand and you'll probably find the same exciting driving I find myself returning to on a damn near daily
basis.

They are listening and actively fixing things the community reports, which I will agree is making the sim much better.
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